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Abstract: Throughout the use of the small battery-operated sensor nodes encourage us to develop an energy-efﬁcient routing protocol for wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The development of an energy-efﬁcient routing protocol is a
mainly adopted technique to enhance the lifetime of WSN. Many routing protocols are available, but the issue is still alive. Clustering is one of the most important techniques in the existing routing protocols. In the clustering-based model,
the important thing is the selection of the cluster heads. In this paper, we have
proposed a scheme that uses the bubble sort algorithm for cluster head selection
by considering the remaining energy and the distance of the nodes in each cluster.
Initially, the bubble sort algorithm chose the two nodes with the maximum
remaining energy in the cluster and chose a cluster head with a small distance.
The proposed scheme performs hierarchal routing and direct routing with some
energy thresholds. The simulation will be performed in MATLAB to justify its
performance and results and compared with the ECHERP model to justify its performance. Moreover, the simulations will be performed in two scenarios, gateway-based and without gateway to achieve more energy-efﬁcient results.
Keywords: Bubble sort algorithm; gateway; energy thresholds; wireless sensor
networks

1 Introduction
Due to sensor technology and research advancement, a huge trend is developed towards wireless sensor
applications and appliances [1]. Smart devices for monitoring purposes are taking the great intentions of the
people. Sensors are small electromechanical devices that can sense, store, communicate, and energy
resources. Kandris et al. [2], discuss the sensor nodes based on two types of networks: data acquisition
for sensing and data distribution for communication. In WSN, the sensor nodes sense the facts and
transfer them to the other base station. The base station receives the data and processes it to produce
useful information for decision-making. Othman et al. [3] discuss the scattered sensors to monitor
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
work is properly cited.
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environments in various life areas, such as farming, agriculture, health, military, industries, etc. WSN is more
practiced for agriculture precisions, animal monitoring, health monitoring, monitoring the military’s border
situations, observing labour and ﬁre detection in industries and home automation etc.
Rault et al. [4], write on the signiﬁcant advancement that comes in the development of wireless sensor
networks in recent times. As it has lots of advantages, it contains some drawbacks also. Because WSN is
based on small sensor devices with limited energy resources, it isn’t easy to apply for large and long-time
monitoring purposes. Many researchers make efforts to increase a network’s lifetime via better routing
techniques to obtain a high quality of services by the researcher to meet the energy issue of WSN. For
this purpose, many routing protocols are designed to meet the energy efﬁciency of wireless sensor networks.
In most routing protocols, clusters are made to enhance the lifetime of the networks. All of these clusters
must appoint their heads, then node data is transferred to the cluster heads, and the cluster head is further sent
to the base stations. The communication among nodes and base stations can be directly, and intermediate
cluster heads to the base station. In the I-ECHERP routing scheme, the node was divided into these
clusters. These clusters also choose their head using a bubble sort algorithm based on nodes remaining
energy and the distance to the next hope. A linear equation system is used to store the current energy and
the location of a node, which is used to choose the cluster head. However, some energy boundary has
also been used to distribute the energy load among nodes to ensure all nodes remain active throughout
the whole process. The gateway is also used to get high-value outcomes of this proposed model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the energy-efﬁcient routing protocol for
wireless sensor networks. In Section 3, the proposed model includes the details about the proposed routing
protocol. In Section 4, the performance of the proposed model is analyzed in detail. In the last Section 5, the
conclusion is drawn along with the future work of this proposed routing protocol for WSN.
2 Related Work
Many studies exist in the deployment of routing protocols for wireless sensor networks. Mainly
applications were considered for the development of such protocols and their architecture. One of the
most important is energy efﬁciency because energy-efﬁcient routing is very signiﬁcant for expanding
network lifetime.
Heinzelman et al. [5], proposed a low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy known as LEACH, based on
random clustering. The cluster head rotates randomly to distribute the energy load to enhance the network’s
lifetime even though the nodes of the system also deal with energy distribution. Leach applies data fusions to
reduce the data, save energy, and exercise local coordination to enable scalability and robustness for the
network. This model works in a two-phase setup and a steady-state phase. In this setup, round clustering
was performed, and the head was appointed. In the steady-state phase, data is transmitted to BS. Leach
uses single hope routing and transfers information directly to the base station that is not practiced for
large areas. Qureshi et al. [6], develop a routing protocol is based on the balanced energy-efﬁcient
network-integrated super heterogeneous network that divides the nodes into four energy levels. In
BEENISH, the cluster leader is selected by the residual energy to reduce the energy expenditure and
prolong the network life span.
Lindsey et al. [7], design a leach base scheme that chooses the next hope for data transfer. Node’s data is
sent to its closest neighbor to save energy by avoiding choosing the next hope at a large distance. This
mechanism route the data to transfer as a chain from the node through intermediate nodes to sink is
known as PEGASIS. Javaid et al. [8], proposed a distributed energy-efﬁcient clustering model to
overcome the energy issues. This technique is based on the dynamic changes in the probability of the
cluster head selection. The simulation justiﬁed it’s performance in the context of energy efﬁciency and
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the network lifetime. Murugantathan et al. [9], propose a base station control dynamic routing scheme
identiﬁed as BCDCP that works based on energy load distribution among nodes to enlarge the network’s
lifetime. Initially, all nodes that are part of the system have similar power capacity and transmission and
storage ability as well as the base station remains unchanged throughout the whole process. This scheme
uses the data fusion technique to reduce the data and save energy to minimize energy consumption. For
this purpose, the BCDCP model uses stationary nodes to ensure energy competency. Qing et al. [10],
design a distributed energy-efﬁcient clustering-based scheme acknowledge as DEEC that appoints the
cluster leader based on probability among node residuals and average energy. The epoch for being cluster
chief varies as per initial and residual energy. In this scheme, nodes with more opportunity to be the
cluster head have maximum initial and residual power. This scheme’s results are better in the simulation
than previous ones in the end. Aallirani et al. [11], propose a model that forms in the cluster based on
low latency recognize as EECFP. High energy nodes appoint as cluster heads, and they rotate for energy
load balancing. In this method, energy consumption decreases, and the network’s lifetime will increase.
Nikolidakos et al. [12], proposed ECHERP as an energy-efﬁcient routing model based on equal clusters.
Sensor nodes randomly scatter in the network region and are grouped into clusters. This routing scheme’s
basis on the idea LEACH model; however, it has a new way to choose the cluster head. The Gaussian
elimination algorithm selects the cluster head for each cluster by considering the node’s residual energy.
This model divides the nodes into ﬁfty clusters, and a few of them are near the base station considered
high-level clusters, and those located away from the base station are known as low-level clusters. Nodes
sense data and send it to their appropriate head; the Low-level cluster head sends their data to the upperlevel cluster heads until it reaches the base station. Cluster heads use the hierarchal routing scheme for
communication. Zaman et al. [13], develop a position responsive routing protocol (PRRP) that uses ﬂat,
hierarchical, and spot-based routing procedures for energy efﬁciency. Nodes in this model are organized
into four quads, and each quad has two clusters, which consider the left-over energy and distance to
appoint the head of the cluster. Jose et al. [14], a mobile sink assisted uses the mobile sink assistance to
meet those issues that occurred in the previous models. It is a cluster-based hierarchal routing mechanism
to obtain enhanced results in the end. Naranjo et al. [15], propose a routing protocol a Prolong stabled
election routing protocol identiﬁed as PSEP; it is based on dynamic clustering to achieve high efﬁcacy
results by dealing with nodes as normal and advanced nodes. However, each node part of the cluster can
become the cluster’s head, but the advanced nodes are exhorted to be cluster heads for better results.
Khan et al. [16], proposed an energy-efﬁcient multistage routing protocol familiar as EEMRP facilitates
data transmitter nodes with recharging and network divided into three regions: S1, S2, and S3. The S2 nodes
consider as non-clustered regions; however, cluster regions send data to a non-cluster to further covey to the
base station. Venkataramana et al. [17], develop an energy-saving and time-reducing routing protocol mainly
concerned with time and energy issues of WSN and based on homogeneous and heterogeneous networks.
Nodes divide into four modules in this routing model to achieve energy efﬁciency. A dominant node is
used for data communication. Deﬁnite relations are designed to cause typical or prevalent devices at
election stages to ensure working as per the proposed model. Xiu-wu et al. [18], propose a dynamic
clustering-based wolf pack algorithm for routing protocol is acknowledged as CLWPA with ﬁxed location
nodes with a similar initial energy-based protocol. This scheme is used for the ﬁrst-order radio energy
model to estimate energy consumption. Selection of Cluster heads from the ordinary nodes to transmit
data to the base station to join the issues of WSN associated with energy efﬁciency. Sajwan et al. [19],
propose a ﬂat & hierarchal routing scheme used to make cluster and cluster heads boost up the energy
efﬁciency of WSN. Nodes in the cluster perform the multi-hope routing, and data is broad-casted to the
cluster heads from the normal nodes; the CH transmits the data to the recomputed path to sink. The
maximum residual energy is selected as the next hope selﬁshly for data communication in the routing
protocol.
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Gbadouissa et al. [20], design a routing protocol that proposes heuristic clustering using the hypergraph
theories that achieve the network’s energy efﬁciency. This theory takes low energy in the clustering phase
and cluster head selection phase. This routing scheme called hypergraph theory clustering its simulations
justiﬁed the performance. Vasan et al. [21], designed a clustering scheme to collect the cluster head data
using the mobile agent. This routing protocol is called the mobile agent-based improved implemented
protocol for mobile agencies. An improvement over the existing scheme I-LEACH. Jia et al. [22],
propose an un-equal multi-hope clustering algorithm for wireless sensor networks. This protocol selects
the cluster head based on residual energy. The sensor node with more nodes around can become a cluster
head. All of the above-mentioned routing protocols used various algorithms for getting energy-efﬁcient
routii it produces better fallouts by choosing the cluster head based on nodes’ residual or average energy.
With all of the possible scenarios, some issues with the proposed model remain behind. That’s why we
proposed a new model by considering a few possibilities for improvements in the ECHERP model to
enhance the results in the contest of the energy efﬁciency of WSN.
3 The Proposed Model
This section will discuss the proposed model name Improved ECHEPR based on the bubble sort
algorithm used to choose the cluster leader using the residual energy and the distance of nodes. The
nodes organize in the bubble sort algorithm for nodes data in each cluster stored in the system of linear
equations. The proposed model uses the bubble sort algorithm that considers the nodes’ location and their
remaining energy of SN’s to choose the CH. The proposed algorithms initially select the ﬁrst two nodes,
with maximum energy in each cluster; after that, the distance of these two nodes is estimated with the
next hope, and the short distance node appoints as the head of the appropriate cluster for the current
round. Here is the description of the newly designed model named I-ECHERP.
3.1 Adopt Energy Model
The energy model is adopted in our proposed model, similar to in LEACH or ECHERP model. Each
node that used the energy for data transmission identiﬁes as Etx(k, d); where k indicates the data
container size. The d indicates the distance from the sender to the receiver node. The transmitter circuitry
shows Etx-elec (k) & the transmitter ampliﬁer is indicated as Etx-amp(k, d). Determining the energy
dispatched by a node to transfer data to another node is calculated with this equation.
Etx  elec  K þ Eamp  K  d  d

(1)

Moreover, a node that received the data uses energy also. The following equations will use to estimate
the power that utilizes to receive data. In the stated equation, the Erx-elec indicates the energy used to receive
the data, and K represents the size of a received data packet size.
Ex  elec  K

(2)

Tab. 1 presents the parametric values to specify the proposed routing model—simulations based on
parameters.
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Table 1: The parametric table for the proposed scheme
Parameter name

Value

Network area
Numbers of sensor nodes
Size of data packet
Initial energy
Numbers of clusters
Eelec
Eamp
Data aggregation energy

100*100
500
4000 bits
2 Joule
50
50 nJ/bit
100 pJ/bit
5*0.000000001

3.2 Description of I-ECHERP
The proposed scheme consists of sensor nodes and the Gateway, BS. Gateway and base station have
limitless energy resources; however, the nodes are energy constraints. More energy is consumed if the
base station is at a long distance from the network, and more energy will be used for data
communication. Clustering performs for the scattered nodes based on their distance to the base station.
Each cluster must appoint its new head at each round to distribute the energy spending load between all
nodes. The clusters consider the level based on their distance to the base station as low and high-level
clusters. The low-level cluster head uses the upper level to transfer data to the base station via a gateway
or without a gateway by practicing the hierarchal routing technique. Moreover, some energy thresholds
were used at upper-level nodes to ensure balanced energy consumption.
One of the critical factors of this protocol is the authorization of the cluster head. To choose the cluster
head bubble sort algorithm is used, which considers the nodes’ remaining energy and the distance to select
the cluster head at each round. The more efﬁcient cluster head selection mechanism will help achieve more
energy efﬁciency and enhanced network lifetime. Gateway also saved energy dispatch during
communication at a large distance between nodes and the base station.
3.3 Major Contributions in I-ECHERP
The main contribution of the proposed model is the use of the bubble sort algorithm that is more efﬁcient
in the scenario of the time complexity used in the baseline paper. Moreover, the cluster head selection method
and the use of hierarchical routing schemes along with some energy thresholds to enhance the network
lifetime. Also, the use of the gateways gets long lifetime network for wireless sensor networks. All of
these adopted techniques are more useful for the network energy utilization Simulation will show better
performance of the proposed routing protocols.
3.4 The I-ECHERP Network Model
Fig. 1 shows the adopted network model based on sensor nodes clusters and the cluster heads, gateway,
and the base station. According to Fig. 1, sensor nodes send their data to the cluster heads, and each cluster
head further sends it to its next level cluster head until it reaches the base station through the gateway. Further,
we will discuss the step-by-step process of the proposed model.
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Figure 1: The network model adopted
The step-by-step process of IECEHRP routing protocol for WSN is as follows.
 The base station TDMA schedule and ask all the nodes to advertise them. Nodes send their energy
situation and location in reply to the base station. In this way, BS has global knowledge about the
network, and each node is assigned a unique identity.
 All nodes divide into clusters based on their distance to the base station.
 The base station selects the cluster head using the bubble sort algorithm to enhance the network’s
lifetime.
 Nodes send their sensed data to the CH. The cluster head aggregates received data from nodes in a
speciﬁc cluster and further sends it to the upper-level cluster head, identifying as an intermediate
node toward the base station.
 In each round, total sensed data from the ﬁeld are transmitted to the base station from nodes to cluster
heads via intermediate nodes to the base station via a gateway.
 The net round will start again. The process starts from the cluster head selection using the node’s
energy and distance with a Bubble sort algorithm.
 This process will continue until the expiration of the last node in the network.
3.5 Flow Chart of I-ECHERP Model
The ﬂow chart of the proposed routing protocol is as follows.
Fig. 2 shows the ﬂow chart of the proposed model to describe the whole process of routing for a wireless
sensor network.
The pseudo-code for the proposed cluster head selection bubble sort algorithm:
Fig. 3 shows the bubble sort algorithm used to select the cluster head in the proposed model. The
proposed model performs cluster only once to avoid energy consumption for re-clustering. Clustering
performs, and nodes organize in linear equations as per their current location and the energy situation.
The bubble sort algorithm is implemented to choose the cluster leaders at each round by considering the
energy situations and communication distance. Both of these factors are more useful for a lifetime network.
The bubble sort algorithm works in two phases. In the ﬁrst phase, algorithm execution chooses two
nodes heaving maximum energy level. In the second phase, both compare based on their distance to the
next hope short distance node eliminated as cluster head. The ﬁrst-order energy model is used to calculate
the energy consumed to send the data. In each round, the energy situation changes as the node uses it to
send data to the cluster head, and the cluster head uses to send to the intermediate cluster head or base station.
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Figure 2: The ﬂow chart of the proposed model
In our proposed model, the nodes within the cluster organize into a system of linear equations. As we
have K numbers of nodes in the cluster, the A matrix will represent the nodes’ energy level, and the X
indicates the node’s location as X-axis, and Y indicates the Y-axis location of the node. By using the
bubble sort algorithm, it will use to obtain a cluster head as per the stated mechanism. Here as shown in
the A, X & Y matrix, they indicate the node’s information. They represent as in the given equation
shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Bubble sort algorithm

Figure 4: The matrix used to store the values of each cluster node
4 Performance Evaluation of I-ECHERP
To measure the system’s performance, we have divided ﬁve hundred sensor nodes into ﬁfty clusters in
the total net area of 100*100 meters. The architecture of the proposed network is considered, as stated here.
 A base station is a ﬁxed location at a distance of 150 meters from the center of the network.
 Sensor nodes initiate with equal energy resources, and the network is homogeneous.
 The node’s location is unknown in advance, and their place changed slightly at every round within the
cluster.
 The transmitter adjusts the ampliﬁer energy according to the distance for each transmission.
 The data packet size and the sensing rates remain the same for all nodes in the network.
Othman et al. [3], discuss the WSN deal with tracking and monitoring related applications. For
monitoring purposes, it can apply to health, power, inventory location, agriculture, home, factory,
wellness, farmhouse, process automation, structural monitoring, etc. Wireless sensor applications develop
for animal tracking, objects, and human vehicles in the tracking system. The WSN applications can be
used in the health, military, and business, public & industrial sectors to monitor and track various objects.
Our proposed cluster-based hierarchal routing model is more applicable in a real-world application for
monitoring purposes like monitoring the buildings of any industry for ﬁre monitoring. The activities of
labour can also observe in the factory more effectively. In this case, a cluster develops with the nodes at a
building. The head receives the fact and further sends it to the next cluster head of another building until
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it will reach to the BS. These types of methods are more suitable in the sense of energy-efﬁcient routing,
especially for the out proposed scheme.
Simulation performs in Matlab with 500 sensor nodes with initially the same energy level. Gateway
locates at a side of the network; however, the base station is at least a 100-meter distance from the
network center. The data packet size is 4000 bits, which remain similar throughout the network for all
sensor nodes. As stated in the previous section, the ﬁrst-order radios energy model was used to estimate
the energy used to transmit data from nodes to other nodes or BS. The base station and gateway have
limitless energy resources heaving the possibility for recharging or replacing. Our assumed sensor node is
immobile that sends its data to the base station at each round. However, according to the network
structure, low-level nodes use intermediate nodes to convey their sensed data to the base station based on
the hierarchical routing technique to distribute energy consumption load among all nodes to develop a
lifetime network.
Fig. 5 shows the result of the proposed model IECHERP, and ECHERP to indicate proposed model
improvements in the contest of their energy dispatch per round. These routing models have two-joule
initial energy; however, IECHERP can send its data to the base station for more rounds than the base
research as per simulations. The simulations results for moth schemes are as ﬁgured out there.

Figure 5: Average energy dispatch for both I-ECHEPR and ECHERP models
Fig. 6 shows the ECHERP uses the two-joule average energy by sending data to the base station to
145 numbers rounds. In comparison, our proposed scheme works more efﬁciently and uses dispatch the
same amount of average energy in 220 rounds. These stated ﬁgures justify our proposed model more
effectively.
Fig. 6 shows the results for both model IECHERP, and ECHERP in the context of the numbers of alive
nodes in rounds. Here we share the ﬁndings of both models, the number of alive nodes vs. the number of
rounds.
Fig. 7 shows that the ECHERP send its data to the base station up to 145 numbers of rounds, and its ﬁrst
node is dispatched at 99, however, in the proposed model the ﬁrst node is dispatched at 115 round and the last
node at 220 rounds. The improvements clearly understand that the proposed model performs more effectively
than our base study, and it can enhance the lifetime of the wireless sensor network.
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Figure 6: Number of alive nodes for both I-ECHERP and ECHERP models

Figure 7: I-ECHEPR models results for alive nodes vs. numbers of rounds
The proposed model simulates by decreasing the numbers of nodes and clusters. The result in Fig. 7; is
the alive nodes vs. the average energy consumption with the number of rounds.
Figs. 8 and 9 indicate the simulation results of the I-ECHERP model with 100 nodes with 10 clusters in
the same network area in this scenario; the ﬁnding is better than the results with 500 nodes with 50 clusters.
The average energy dispatch is more efﬁcient with fewer nodes as in the simulation produced.
Figs. 10 and 11 indicate the results of the I-ECHERP routing protocol for wireless sensor networks in the
scenario of gateway-based networks. As we have produced the results in both scenarios with gateway and
without gateway here in this image, the ﬁndings of the proposed model are shown.
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Figure 8: I-ECHEPR models results for average energy dispatch vs. numbers of rounds

Figure 9: Gateway based scenario results of I-ECHERP model for alive nodes vs. numbers of rounds
In this given Figs. 10 and 11, results of the I-ECHERP energy-efﬁcient routing protocol for wireless
sensor networks are presented. By using a gateway with unlimited energy, clearly show the performance
of a proposed protocol. The ﬁrst node depletion round is 652, and it works more than one thousand
rounds with an average energy of 2 joules.
The results of the I-ECHERP are shown as the ﬁrst node depletion (FND), half nodes depletion (HND),
and last node depletion (LND) time for the ECHERP and the I-ECHERP model. In the given ﬁgure, the
results for the I-ECEHRP model show the scenarios of the one hundred sensor nodes-based network and
the gateway-based network. All of the ﬁndings are shown in the given ﬁgure below.
The results of the I-ECHERP routing protocol for wireless sensor networks are given in Tab. 2, along
with the base research model ECHERP. This table also contains the results with 100 sensors nodes scenarios
as well as the gateway base circumstances.
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Figure 10: Gateway based scenario results of I-ECHERP model for average energy consumption vs.
numbers of rounds

Figure 11: Comparison of results in the scenario ﬁrst, half, and last node depletion time
Table 2: This table shows the comparison of routing schemes in the context of their stability periods
Protocol name

Stability Distance between base station
period
and ﬁeld of WSN

Average energy
consumption in
rounds

ECHERP

98

I-ECHERP without gateway

114

2 Joule/
145 Round
2 Joule/
220 Rounds
2 Joule/
210 Rounds
2 Joule/2000

I-ECHERP without gateway for 123
hundred nodes & ten clusters
I-ECHERP with gateway for
652

150 meters from the centre of the
network
150 meters from the centre of the
network
150 meters from the centre of the
network
Gateway located at the point (50, 100)
In the network
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this article, the IECHERP routing protocol is presented, which is based on the ECHERP model, with
some improvement. The bubble sort algorithm is more efﬁcient in choosing the cluster head on the base of
the node’s energy and the distance to select the CH. Some energy thresholds at cluster head level are used
with hierarchal routing processes among cluster heads to distribute energy load develop a lifetime network.
This proposed scheme produces enhanced results in the simulations compared to the existing model
ECHERP. The results with and without gateway are shared in detail.
In the future, this research work can be enhanced by using some aggregation techniques at the cluster
head level to minimize the data size to reduce energy consumption. Due to the gateway delay in the data
communication in the future, it’s been possible to trim down this delay.
Funding Statement: The author received no speciﬁc funding for this study.
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